BRITISH AND AMERICAN PAPERBACK EDITIONS

Some publishing firms have started paperback series specially devoted to works of criticism. American critical studies, originally published by American University Presses, are made available in Europe through the Oxford University Press.

OXFORD PAPERBACKS

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS PUBLICATIONS

Bowra, Maurice: The Romantic Imagination, 7/-
Halsey, Robert: The Life of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, 8/6
House, Humphrey: The Dickens World, 6/-
Lewis, C.S.: A Preface to Paradise Lost, 5/-
Murry, J. Middleton: The Problem of Style, 5/-
Sadler, Michael: Trollope: A Commentary, 8/6
Tillotson, Kathleen: Novels of the 1840's, 8/6
Young, G.M.: Portrait of an Age, 6/-
Powicke, Sir Maurice: The Reformation in England, 5/-

WORKS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED BY AMERICAN UNIVERSITY PRESSES

Abrams, M.H.: The Mirror and the Lamp, 15/-
Chase, Richard: Walt Whitman, 5/-
Downer, Alan S.: Recent American Drama, 5/-
Edel, Leon: Henry James, 5/-
Holman, C. Hugh: Thomas Wolfe, 5/-
Leary, Lewis: Mark Twain, 5/-
O'Connor, William V.: William Faulkner, 5/-
Prescott, F.C.: The Poetic Mind, 16/-
Thompson, Lawrence: Robert Frost, 5/-
Tindall, W.Y.: Wallace Stevens, 5/-
Unger, Leonard: T.S. Eliot, 5/-
Young, Philip: E. Hemingway, 5/-

GALAXY BOOKS

Abrams, M.H. (ed.): English Romantic Poets: Modern Essays in Criticism, 15/-
BRITISH AND AMERICAN PAPERBACK EDITIONS

DOVER BOOKS, Dover Publications, N.Y.
CLARK : Eugene O'Neill : The Man and his Plays, $ 1.25
KER, W.P. : Epic and Romance, $ 1.95
LANGER, S.K. : An Introduction to Symbolic Logic, $ 1.75
SANTAYANA, George : Skepticism and Animal Faith, $ 1.50
— The Sense of Duty, $ 1.00
SCHLAUCH, Margarete : The Gift of Language, $ 1.85
STACE, W.T. : The Philosophy of Hegel, $ 2.00
WÖLFFLIN, H. : Principles of Art History, $ 2.00
WULF, M. de : Philosophy and Civilization in the Middle Ages, $ 1.75

LIVING AGE BOOKS, Meridian Books, N.Y., about $ 1.95 each.
BOSANQUET, B. : A History of Aesthetics
BRADLEY, A.C. : Shakespearean Tragedy : Lectures on Hamlet,
Othello, King Lear, Macbeth.
BROOKS, Van Wijk : The Ordeal of Mark Twain
EMPSON, William : Seven Types of Ambiguity
FÖRSTER, E.M. : Abinger Harvest
GILL, Th., ed. : The Sermons of John Donne
HORNE, I. : Politics and the Novel
KNIGHT, G.W. : The Wheel of Fire, introduced by T.S. Eliot,
revised Edition
RAHY, Ph., ed. : Literature in America : Critical Anthology
SAYERS, D.L. : The Mind of the Maker
TAYLOR, Allen, ed. : Men of Letters in the Modern World : Selected
Essays 1928-1955
TRILLING, Lionel : Matthew Arnold

UNIVERSITY PAPERBACKS, published by Methuen.
CAMPBELL, L.B. : Shakespeare's Tragic Heroes, 14/-
CHURCH, Richard : The Growth of the English Novel, 6/-
COULTON, G.C. : Chaucer and his England, 15/-
ELIOT, T.S. : The Sacred Wood, 8/6
STEPHEN, Leslie : English Literature and Society in the 18th
Century, 7/6
WILSON, Edmund : The Wound and the Bow, 8/6
KITTO, H.D.F. : Form and Meaning in Drama, 8/6

Most American firms also publish paperback editions of
famous critical works. The best-known series are the Dover
Books, the Living Age Books, and the Noonday Paperbacks :

NOONDAY PAPERBACKS, published by Noonday Press, N.Y.,
about $ 1.65 each.
ALDRIDGE, J.W. : After the Lost Generation : A Study of the
Writers of Two Wars
FRY, Roger : Cézanne
WILLIAMSON, George : A Reader's Guide to T.S. Eliot : A poem-
by-poem Analysis
— The Donne Tradition
WIMSATT, W.K. Jr. and BEARDSLEY, M.C. : The Verbal Icon :
Studies in the Meaning of Poetry
YARMOLINSKY, A., ed. : The Unknown Chekhov : Stories and
Other Writings Hitherto Untranslated.

*
The formula adopted by the 'British Council Publications', which consists in giving a survey of British literature through a gallery of studies of individual authors, has proved so helpful that several academic writers have started similar series.


This well-known series is so extensive that listing is superfluous. Each volume gives a short but very helpful introduction to the work of individual authors ranging from Chaucer to Graham Greene. A select bibliography adds to the interest of the pamphlet.

American Authors and Critics Series, published by Barnes & Noble, N.Y., §1.00 each.

These volumes provide well-rounded introduction to major American writers. Each title in the series deals with one author and his work. Chronological tables, bibliographies and complete indexes are included. We list only a few:

Henry Adams, by George Hochfield
Stephen Crane, by James Colvert
Hart Crane, by Samuel Hazo
Nathaniel Hawthorne, by Arlin Turner
Mark Twain, by Frank Baldanza
Walt Whitman, by C. Carroll Hollis
Thomas Wolfe, by Richard Walter


The aim of this series is to avoid generalisations about movements and periods and to offer instead 'studies of individual plays, novels and groups of poems and essays', 6/- each:

Jane Austen: Emma, by F. W. Bradbrook
Chaucer: The Knight's Tale and the Clerk's Tale, by E. Salter
Conrad: Lord Jim, by P. A. Tanner
George Eliot: Middlemarch, by David Daiches
Goldsmith: The Vicar of Wakefield, by McDonald Emslie
Hardy: The Mayor of Castorbridge, by Douglas Brown
Milton: Comus and Samson Agonistes, by G. B. Broadbent
Marlowe: Doctor Faustus, by J. P. Brokbank
Pope: The Rape of the Lock, by J. S. Cunningham
Webster: The Duchess of Malfi, by Clifford Leech

Twentieth Century Views, General Editor: Maynard Mack, published by Prentice-Hall, N.Y., $1.95.

Each work presents an individual author and contains essays and discussions from periodicals and books; an introduction brings together the opinions presented in the volume, to give a balanced view of the man and his work:

Jane Austen, by Ian Watt
Blake, by Northrop Frye
Emily Dickinson, by Richard B. Sewall
Dryden, by B. Schilling
T.S. Eliot, by Hugh Kenner
Faulkner, by R. Penn Warren
Fielding, by Ronald Paulson
Fitzgerald, by Arthur Mizener
Robert Frost, by James L. Cox
Hardy, by Albert Guerard
Hopkins, by John Hollander
Hemingway, by Robert P. Weeks
Henry James, by Leon Edel
Jonson, by Jonas Barrich
Joyce, by Cleanth Brooks
D. H. Lawrence, by Mark Spilka
Sinclair Lewis, by Mark Schorer
Melville, by Richard Chase
Milton, by Louis Martz
Poe, by Harrison Hayford
Pound, by Walter Sutton
Stevens, by Marie Boroff
Swift, by Ernest Tuveson
Thoreau, by Sherman Paul
Mark Twain, by Henry Nash Smith
Whitman, by Roy Harvey Pearce
Wordsworth, by M. H. Abrams
Yeats, by John Unterrecker

Writers and Critics, Chief Editor: A. N. Jeffares, published by Oliver & Boyd, London, 5/-

Each volume contains a study adapted to the nature of the author's work and a complete bibliography. The writer is placed in his historical background and the most important themes of his work are analysed:

Faulkner, by Michael Millgate
Forster, by K. W. Gransden
Robert Graves, by J.M. Cohen
Hemingway, by Stuart Sanderson
Henry James, by D.W. Jefferson
D.H. Lawrence, by Anthony Beal
Melville, by A.R. Humphrey
Arthur Miller, by Dennis Welland
Ezra Pound, by G.S. Fraser
Steinbeck, by F.W. Watt
Wallace Stevens, by Frank Kermode
Whitman, by Geoffrey Dutton

In selecting these different items, we have attempted to present a faithful picture of the modern and contemporary British and American literary output. We have also listed the basic works of modern literary criticism that might serve as guides to a better understanding of individual authors or of literary periods. Although limited to paperback editions, this choice gives a fairly good idea of the contemporary literary scene and is a proof of the efficiency of the promoters of such editions.

(Liège)

Herna Maes-Jelinek
Paulette Michel-Michot